
 OUACHITA     PARISH     SCHOOL     SYSTEM 
 WEEKLY     LESSON     PLAN 

 Name:     Carol     Ward 
 SUBJECT:     Algebra     2 
 PERIOD(S):     4,     6 
 DATE(S):     August     22-26,     2022 
 (Time     Frame):      ___50___  minutes 
 MATERIALS     (Including     textbook):     _☑_SMARTboard,     _☑_Calculator,     _☑_PowerPoint. 
 __Re-teaching     Booklet,     _☑_Practice     Booklet,     _☑_Student     Notebook,     ____________________________. 

 STANDARD     OR     STRAND/BENCHMARK: 
 G-CO.1:  Know     precise     definitions     of     angle,     circle,  perpendicular     line,     parallel     line,     and     line     segment,     based     on     the 
 undefined     notions     of     point,     line,     distance     along     a     line,     and     distance     around     a     circular     arc. 
 G-CO.9:  Prove     theorems     about     lines     and     angles. 
 G-SRT.8:  Use     trigonometric     ratios     and     the     Pythagorean  Theorem     to     solve     right     triangles     in     applied     problems. 
 G-GPE.7:  Use     coordinates     to     compute     perimeters     of  polygons     and     areas     of     triangles     and     rectangles,     e.g.,     using     the 
 distance     formula. 

 LEARNING     OBJECTIVES: 
 Monday  TLW:      complete     the     benchmark 
 Tuesday  TLW:      complete     benchmark 
 Wednesday  TLW:       understand     and     use     writing     one     variable     equations.      Create     equations     and 

 inequalities     in     one     variable     and     use     them     to     solve     problems.      HSA-CED.A.1 
 Thursday  TLW:     Create     equations     and     inequalities     in     one     variable     and     use     them     to     solve 

 problems.      HSA-CED.A.1 
 Friday  TLW:      Create     equations     in     two     or     more     variables     to     represent     relationships 

 between     quantities.      HSA-CED.A.3 

 ACTIVITIES     (In     sequential     order): 
 Monday  1.  Bellringer-     ACT     question 

 2.  Review     Homework     Questions 
 3.  Complete     Benchmark 

 Tuesday  1.  Bellringer-     ACT     question 
 2.  Complete     Benchmark 

 Wednesday  1.  Bellringer-     Complete     a     constructed     response 
 2.  Lesson     1-1     pg     3     Creating     Equations 
 3.  Guided     practice     #14 
 4.  Homework     15-18     pg     6 

 Thursday  1.  ACT     bellringer 
 2.  Go     over     homework     questions 
 3.  Lesson     1-2     Creating     equations     with     2     variables     pg     7 

 Friday  1.  Bellringer 
 2.  Lesson     1-1     and     1-2     Practice 

 ACCOMMODATIONS     for     SPECIAL     STUDENTS: 

 The     learning-disabled     students     will     use     calculators,     have     shortened     assignments,     extended     time,     some 
 students     have     the     test     read     aloud,     and     modified     tests. 

 INDIVIDUAL     /     COOPERATIVE     GROUPS: 
 Large     group     activity:  Guided     Practice,     Review 
 Small     group     activity:     Wednesday     Springboard     Activity 
 Individual     activity:      Independent     Practice,     Bellringer,     Test 

 ASSESSMENT     FORMAT     (Informal,     formal,     or     alternative): 



 OUACHITA     PARISH     SCHOOL     SYSTEM 
 WEEKLY     LESSON     PLAN 

 Name:     Carol     Ward 
 Informal:     __☑_     teacher     observation,     ______________________________________________ 
 Formal:     __☑_  Homework     Check  ,     __☑_  Weekly     Tests  ,     __☑_  Alternative-     (Charts     /     Projects     with     a     rubric 
 score),_Students     will     complete     a     group     activity.     The     students     will     evaluate     the     performance     of     each     member 
 in     the     group. 

 RETEACHING: 

 Students     that     do     not     meet     the     objectives     will     receive     more     individual     help     from     cooperating     teacher     and     will 
 complete     a     guided     practice. 

 ENRICHMENT: 

 Students     that     have     met     the     objectives     will     solve     rational     expressions     that     require     a     higher     level     of     thinking. 


